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High Power Density DC/DC Converters
for Industrial and Electro-Mobility Applications
RECOM offers a range of PCB mounted DC/DC converters
for 12V, 24V, 28V, 36V, 48V, 72V, 96V or 110V battery-powered applications.
The RP and RPA series of board-mounting DC/DC converters are available from 30W to 240W with a power density up to
4.5W/cm³ - one of the highest currently available on the market. They use planar transformers to reduce the converter size
without compromising on efficiency or output power, a construction method that also supports a fully automated production
process which makes them extremely reliable and cost-effective. These series are used in many space- constrained industrial, test-and-measurement, transport, railway and other demanding applications that require a 4:1 input voltage range; the
RPA200H-RUW even offers an exceptional 10:1 input voltage range.

Main features:

Applications:

 Wide 4:1 or 10:1 input voltage range from 9V up to 160V

Industrial, transport and test & measurement
equipment

 High power density (30W in 1”x1”, 60W in 2”x1”, 120W in
quarter-brick, 100W, 120W, 200W and 240W in half-brick)

Factory automation

 High efficiency over a wide load range

Railway rolling stock

 No minimum load

Robotics

 Reinforced isolation up to 4.2kVDC/1min.

Suitable for harsh environments with non-linear loads

 Fully protected: OVP, OLP, SCP, OTP, UVLO

High reliability applications (tantalum-free)

 UL/IEC/EN60950-1 certified with CB report
 EN50155 railway certified*
 RoHS2 compliant
 3-year warranty

*RPA30-AW, RPA60-FW, RP120Q-RW and RP240H-RW

Product selection
RPA30-AW

RPA60-FW

RP120Q-RW

RP240H-RW

RPA100H-RUW
RPA200H-RUW

1“x1“ case

2“x1“ case

Quarter-brick

Half-brick

Half-brick

9V - 36V

9V - 36V

9-36V, 16.5-75V, 43-160V

16.8-137.5V

Single Output Voltage

3.3, 5, 12 & 15V

5, 12, 15 & 15V

5, 12, 15, 24 & 48V

12, 15, 24V & 48V

Dual Output Voltage

±12V and ±15V

-

-

-

Package
Input Voltage

High efficiency over a broad load range
RECOM has made sure that high full-load efficiency also applies almost unchanged down to 40% load. Many
DC/DC applications need to deliver high peak load power but operate under partial loading most of the time, so it
is always a good idea to check efficiency across the whole anticipated load range for the application, rather than
just focus on the efficiency levels at full rated output.
RPA30-2412DAW

Efficiency vs. Output Current
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The RPA30 series is a good example of how it
should be; with outstanding efficiency above 80%
even at less than 20% load. Converters from other
manufacturers can show substantial variation in
low-load efficiency, even if they have similar efficiency levels at the full rated output current.
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For more details please visit: www.recom-power.com/rpa
Contact:
EMEA
RECOM Power GmbH
Phone: +43 7612 88325 700
info@recom-power.com

APAC
RECOM ASIA PTE. LTD.
PHONE: +65 6276 8795
enquiry@recom-power.com

AMERICAS
RECOM Power, Inc.
Phone: +1-720-386-0400
admin@recom-power.com

